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Disclaimer
This information has been prepared on a strictly confidential basis by Macquarie Group Limited ABN 94 122 169 279 (“Macquarie”) and is general background information about Macquarie’s (MGL and its subsidiaries) activities current as at the date of this presentation. This information
is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. The material contained in this presentation may include information derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified and may neither be reproduced in whole nor in part, nor may any of its
contents be divulged, to any third party without the prior written consent of Macquarie. Information in this presentation, including forecast financial information, should not be considered as legal, financial, accounting, tax or other advice, or a recommendation to investors or potential
investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling securities or other financial products or instruments and does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the
information having regard to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. All securities and financial product or instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse or unanticipated
market, financial or political developments and, in international transactions, currency risk.
The information in this presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States. Any securities of MGL or its subsidiaries to be offered and sold have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act of 1933 (the
“Securities Act”), or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, any such securities may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, unless they have been registered under the Securities Act or are offered and sold pursuant to an exemption
from, or in a transaction not subject to, such registration requirements. This document is not investment advice and does not constitute ‘investment research’ as defined in article 36(1) of Commission Delegated Regulation 2017/565 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU, as amended.
It has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
This information is not intended to create legal relations and is not binding on Macquarie under any circumstances whatsoever. To the extent permitted by law, neither Macquarie nor its related bodies corporate (the “Macquarie Group”, ”Group”) nor any of its associates, directors,
officers or employees, or any other person (together, “Persons”), makes any promise, guarantee, representation or warranty (express or implied) to any person as to the accuracy or completeness of this information, or of any other information, materials or opinions, whether written or
oral, that have been, or may be, prepared or furnished by Macquarie Group, including, without limitation, economic and financial projections and risk evaluation. No responsibility or liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) is accepted by any person for any errors, misstatements or omissions in this information or any other information or materials. Without prejudice to the foregoing, neither the Macquarie Group, nor any Person shall be liable for any loss or damage (whether direct, indirect or consequential) suffered by any person as a result of
relying on any statement in or omission from this information. The information may be based on certain assumptions or market conditions, and if those assumptions or market conditions change, the information may change, and Macquarie is under no obligation to update or
supplement this information. No independent verification of the information has been made. Any quotes given are indicative only.
Other than Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 (“MBL”), any Macquarie group entity noted in this document is not an authorised deposit-taking institution for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth of Australia). That entity’s obligations do not represent
deposits or other liabilities of MBL and MBL does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the obligations of that entity, unless noted otherwise. MBL (including its branches) is authorised and regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. Macquarie
Bank Limited London Branch is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation
Authority are available from us on request (FCA Firm No. 170934). MBL, acting through its Singapore Branch, is authorised and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore to carry out banking business in Singapore. MBL, acting through its Hong Kong branch, is authorised and
regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority to carry on banking business in Hong Kong. MBL, acting through its Dubai International Financial Centre Branch, is authorised and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority to carry out banking business in Dubai International
Financial Centre. MBL maintains Representative Offices in Illinois, New York and Texas, but is not authorized to conduct business in the US. Macquarie Bank Europe Designated Activity Company (“MBE”), European Union limited partnership with a share capital, is a credit institution
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is registered in Ireland (company number 634817). No member of the Macquarie Group of companies is registered as a bank in New Zealand under the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989.
The Macquarie Group or its associates, directors, officers or employees may have interests in the financial products referred to in this information by acting in various roles including as provider of corporate finance, underwriter or dealer, holder of principal positions, broker, lender or
adviser and may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting in those capacities. In addition, the Macquarie Group and its associates, directors, officers or employees may buy or sell the financial products as principal or agent and as such may effect transactions which are not
consistent with any recommendations in this information.
Unless otherwise specified all information is at 31 March 2021.
Certain financial information in this presentation is prepared on a different basis to the Macquarie Group Limited Financial Report, which is prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards. Where financial information presented within this presentation does not comply
with Australian Accounting Standards, a reconciliation to the statutory information is provided.
This presentation provides further detail in relation to key elements of Macquarie Group Limited’s financial performance and financial position. It also provides an analysis of the funding profile of the Group because maintaining the structural integrity of the Group's balance sheet
requires active management of both asset and liability portfolios.
This presentation may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our intent, belief or current expectations with respect to Macquarie’s businesses and operations, market conditions, results of operation and financial condition, capital adequacy, specific
provisions and risk management practices. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward looking statements. Any forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates in this presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change
without notice. Macquarie does not undertake any obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Actual results may vary in a
materially positive or negative manner. Forecasts and hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside Macquarie’s control. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance.
Any additional financial information in this presentation which is not included in the Macquarie Group Limited Financial Report was not subject to independent audit or review by PricewaterhouseCoopers. Numbers are subject to rounding and may not fully reconcile.
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Macquarie overview
Global diversified financial group providing clients with asset management and finance, banking,
advisory and risk and capital solutions across debt, equity and commodities
Macquarie Group overview1

Global presence3

~54%

ANNUITY-STYLE

~46%

MARKETS-FACING

EMEA
14 markets
Americas
5 markets

Macquarie Asset
Management

~34%

Commodities and
Global Markets

Banking and
Financial Services

~7%

ANZ
2 markets

~35%
Macquarie Capital

~13%
FY21 net profit $A3,015m
FY20 net profit $A2,731m

Asia
11 markets

~11%
$A563.5b2

assets under management
as at 31 Mar 21

MBL
A/A2/A+

credit rating

APRA primary regulator
for MBL & MGL

16,459 employees3,
operating in
32 markets

1. Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax. All numbers in this presentation have been reclassified to reflect the transfer of Cash Equities from CGM to Macquarie Capital effective 1 Jun 20. 2. Includes MAM (excluding Waddell and Reed which closed on 30 Apr 21) and
BFS AUM. 3. Employees and global locations as at 31 March 21. Includes staff employed in certain operationally segregated subsidiaries throughout the presentation

© Macquarie Group Limited
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About Macquarie

MAM

Macquarie Asset
Management

BFS

Banking and
Financial Services

●

Top 501 global specialist asset manager
with $A562.2b2 of assets under
management, diversified across regions,
products, asset classes and investor
types

●

Macquarie’s retail banking and financial
services business with total BFS deposits 3
of $A80.7b2, loan and lease portfolio4 of
$A89.1b2 and funds on platform5 of
$A101.4b2

●

Provides investment solutions to clients
across a range of capabilities, including
infrastructure & renewables, real estate,
agriculture, transportation finance,
private credit, equities, fixed income and
multi-asset solutions

●

Provides a diverse range of personal
banking, wealth management, business
banking and vehicle finance6 products and
services to retail clients, advisers, brokers
and business clients

CGM

MacCap

Commodities and Global Markets

Macquarie Capital

Diverse platform covering more than 30 market segments, with more than 200 products
●

Delivers a range of tailored
specialised asset finance solutions
across a variety of industries and
asset classes

●

Commodity market lending and
financing provides clients with loans
and working capital finance across a
range of commodity sectors including
metals, energy and agriculture

●

Integrated, end-to-end offering
across global markets including
equities, fixed income, foreign
exchange, commodities and
technology, media and telecoms

●

Provides clients with
risk and capital solutions across
physical and financial markets

Global capability in:
●

Advisory and capital raising services,
investing alongside partners and clients
across the capital structure, providing
clients with specialist expertise, advice
and flexible capital solutions across a
range of sectors

●

Development and investment in
infrastructure and energy projects and
companies and, in relation to renewable
energy projects, the supply of green
energy solutions to corporate clients

●

Equities brokerage, providing clients
with access to equity research, sales,
execution capabilities and corporate
access

FY21 Net Profit Contribution

Risk Management Group
An independent and centralised function responsible for
objective review and challenge, oversight, monitoring and
reporting in relation to Macquarie’s material risks.

Legal and Governance
Provides a full range of legal and corporate governance
services, including strategic legal and governance advice and
risk assessment.

Financial Management Group
Provides financial, tax, treasury, corporate affairs and advisory
services to all areas of Macquarie.

Corporate Operations Group
Provides technology, operations, HR, workplace, strategy, data
and transformation, resilience and global security services plus
the Macquarie Group Foundation.

Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax. All numbers in this presentation have been reclassified to reflect the transfer of Cash Equities from CGM to Macquarie Capital effective 1 Jun 20. 1. P&I Largest Money Managers 19
(published Jun 20). 2. As at 31 Mar 21. 3. BFS deposits exclude corporate/wholesale deposits. 4. The loan and lease portfolio comprises home loans, loans to businesses, vehicle finance and credit cards. 5. Funds on platform includes Macquarie Wrap and Vision. 6. Includes general plant & equipment.
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Diversification by region
International income 68% of total income1
Total staff2 16,459, International staff 56% of total
Americas

EMEA

Asia

Australia3

1. Net operating income excluding earnings on capital and other corporate items. 2. Includes staff employed in certain operationally segregated subsidiaries throughout the presentation. 3. Includes New Zealand. 4. Includes people employed through MIRA-managed fund assets and investments where Macquarie
Capital holds significant influence.
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$Am

50+ years of profitability
2.0

Hill Samuel UK opens
branch office in Sydney

1.6
1.2
0.8

Recession

Currency
Crisis

1971

1972

0.4

$Am

100
80
60
40

1969

1970

US banks
capital
losses
Global debt
crisis

1973

$A floated

US recession

1974

Savings and
loan crisis

1975

MBL
established

1976

1977

First listed
property trust
Enter
stockbroking

Stock
market
crash

1986

1987

1978

1979

Hills Motorway
Mortgage securitisation

Global real
estate crash

London
office
opens

Recession

1989

1990

20

$Am

-

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

3,000
2,500

1,500
1,000

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

ILFC
GLL
Waddell
Orion Securities
AWAS aircraft
GMAC
ValueInvest
& Reed
CIT Systems Leasing
operating lease
Presidio
Group Restructure
portfolio
COVID-19
Innovest
Cargill UK GIB
Significant Market Disruption
REGAL
Esanda
GE Capital’s
Delaware
portfolio
Premium
FPK
Thames Water
Funding business
Blackmont
Giuliani Capital
Sal
Opp.
European
GFC
rail leasing
Constellation
Onstream
Tristone

3,500

2,000

1988

ING
Dot
BT
Asian Russian
Acquired
Com 9/11 US Sydney
MBL Financial Debt Australia
Crisis acquired crash Recession Airport SARS
Crisis
listed

500
-

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Above dates refer to Macquarie financial years
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Macquarie’s response to COVID-19
Employees
●

Gradual return to office commenced in 90% of
locations where safe to do so and in numbers
that allow for social distancing

●

Systems and processes have been resilient
to ongoing remote working, reflecting
long-term investment in technology and
flexible working culture

●

Investment in leadership capability, technology
and the workplace continues as we respond to
the evolving culture of work and promote
greater flexibility

●

Additional support provided to staff in
India during the current acute phase of
COVID-19 infections

We have been agile in adapting our approach to a
rapidly-changing environment in each location,
capturing regular feedback from staff to address
immediate needs and test and learn for longer-term
shifts and opportunities.

Clients
●

●

Enhanced client support and lending relief
offered between March 20 and March 21.
Clients that now experience difficulty in
payments are supported via our usual client
financial assistance relief. Most clients have
now resumed payments

Continued engagement and monitoring across
our portfolios for impacted clients to provide
ongoing support where required

Portfolio Companies
●

Ongoing work with MIRA and Macquarie Capital
portfolio companies including projects under
construction to ensure business continuity,
financial resilience and employee wellbeing

●

Maintained essential community services and
connected best practice across assets,
industries and regions

●

Capacity upgrades to MIRA-managed digital
infrastructure assets have left them able to
handle significant activity increases resulting
from shift to virtual engagement

Community
●

●

We recognise the structural shift COVID-19 has
prompted for some clients, giving rise to near and
longer-term changes in our approach to meeting
their needs and ensuring their ongoing access to
opportunities.

Our longstanding approach to crisis planning has
underpinned the ability of assets to withstand
economic impacts and maintain and extend
essential services, while also identifying new ways to
respond to disruption on behalf of the community.

$A20m allocation to Macquarie Group
Foundation to help combat COVID-19.
$A17.7m allocated to date:
−

$A7.2m to 24 community organisations
focused on direct relief, providing critical
food, medical support, humanitarian relief
and information to vulnerable groups

−

$A8.5m to eight organisations supporting
workers and businesses in restarting
economic activity

−

$A2.0m to public health and clinical research

In early FY22, $A1m was committed to support
COVID-19 relief in India

We balanced our support for urgent direct relief
needs, research and investment while also being
flexible in our support for existing community
partners that have had to quickly respond to
change and the increased demand on their services.

1. Annual staff survey Dec 20 vs. Dec 19. 2. BFS, by loan balance – peak as at 30 Jun 20, now as at 31 Mar 21.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Macquarie funding structure
● MGL and MBL are Macquarie’s two primary external funding vehicles which have separate and distinct funding, capital and liquidity

management arrangements

● MBL provides funding to the Bank Group
● MGL provides funding predominantly to the Non-Bank Group

Non-Bank Group
Debt and
Hybrid
Equity

Macquarie Group Limited
(MGL)

Debt and Equity

Debt and
Hybrid
Equity

Macquarie Bank Limited
(MBL)
Bank Group

Equity

Debt and Equity
Non-Bank
Subsidiaries

The Bank Group comprises BFS and CGM (excluding certain assets of the Credit Markets business, certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business and some other less financially significant activities which are undertaken from within the Non-Bank Group), The Non-Bank Group comprises
Macquarie Capital, MAM and certain assets of the Credit Markets business, certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business and some other less financially significant activities of CGM.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Macquarie Asset
Management
Actively manages money for investors across
multiple asset classes

34%
1

Outlook

$A2,177 million
FY21 $A2,074 million
FY20

5%

on FY20

infrastructure
investment
manager3

Top 50 global
Equities

Fixed income

Agriculture

Multi-asset

Real Estate

Infrastructure

Transportation
Finance

Renewables

Private Credit

$A562.2 billion

assets under management2

© Macquarie Group Limited

Appendices

MIM AUM $A367.1b2
MIRA AUM $A195.1b2

No.1

Net profit contribution1

Capital and Funding

asset manager4

Top 20 US

active mutual fund
manager5

150+ infrastructure and real assets used by
~100 million people every day
MIRA equity under
management6

$A142.0b

5%

on Mar 20

MIRA invested over

$A14.8b of equity
in FY21

$A29.9b of equity
to deploy in MIRA6

$A21.8b of new

equity raised in FY21 for a
diverse range of funds,
products and solutions
across the platform

60% of MIM AUM
outperforming their
relative benchmarks on a
three-year basis6

1. Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax as reported on 7 May 21. FY21 net profit
contribution represented in the chart. 2. As at 31 Mar 21 with comparatives restated to reflect an immaterial misstatement in total MAM AUM reported on 8 May 20. 3. IPE Real
Assets (Jul/Aug 2020), measured by infrastructure assets under management. 4. P&I Largest Money Managers 2019 (published June 2020). 5. Assets under management as of March
31, 2021. Based on data represented in Strategic Insight and Morningstar. Data include ICI Method of Sales: Salesforce, institutional, direct market, and retirement. Data
exclude variable insurance products, closed-end funds, ETFs, passive mutual funds, money market funds, and Optimum Funds. 6. As at 31 March 2021.
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Banking and
Financial Services
Macquarie’s retail banking and financial
services business

13%
1

Net profit contribution1

$A770 million
FY21 $A771 million
FY20

▬

flat

on FY20

$A101.4 billion
Funds on

28%

on Mar 20

platform3

$A80.7 billion

Wealth
management

Credit cards
Home loans
Bank accounts
Vehicle Finance

Investments
Financial advice
Wrap

Business
banking
Property services
Professional services
Dealer and wholesale
finance

$A67.0 billion

26%
on Mar
20

29%

on Mar 20

home loans2

$A11.5 billion

16%

on Mar 20

Australian vehicle finance
portfolio5

Approximately

1.7 million
Australian clients2

13%

on Mar 20

Business banking loan portfolio2

total BFS deposits4
Personal
banking

$A10.2 billion
Australia’s 1st

open banking platform gives
customers control over their data

Award winning
digital banking offering6
Award winning savings and
term deposit accounts7
National Major
Lender of the year8

1. Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax as reported on 7 May 21. FY21 net profit contribution
represented in the chart. 2. As at 31 March 2021. 3. As at 31 March 2021. Funds on platform includes Macquarie Wrap and Vision. 4. As at 31 March 2021. BFS deposits exclude
corporate/wholesale deposits. 5. As at 31 March 2021. Includes general plant and equipment. 6. Winner in 2020 Mozo Experts Choice Awards for Exceptional Everyday Account,
Excellent Banking App and Internet Banking / Macquarie Transaction account awarded a Canstar 5 star rating for outstanding value travel debit card / Winner in the 2019 Mozo
Experts Choice Awards for Internet Banking and Exceptional Everyday Account / Winner in the 2018 Mozo Experts Choice Awards in the Travel Money/International Money Transfer
category 7. Awarded Best Cash and Term Deposit Accounts at the 2020 SMSF Adviser Awards. Awarded the Mozo 2021 Everyday and Savings Bank of the Year at the 2021 Mozo
Experts Choice Awards for Bank Accounts and Savings. 8. MFAA’s National Major Lender of the Year at the 2020 MFAA National Excellence Awards
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Commodities and
Global Markets
Provides clients with access to markets,
financing, financial hedging, physical
execution, and research and market analysis

~42%
1

Net profit contribution1

$A1,738 million
FY21 $A2,601 million
FY20

No.2 physical gas
marketer in North America2

50%

on FY20

No.1 Futures broker
On the ASX3

Dealer of the Year

30
+
years
in metals,
agriculture, equities,
futures and FX

20
+
years
in technology,
media and
telecoms (TMT)

15
+
years
in energy,
renewables and
sustainability

North America Natural Gas
Western US and Canada4

$A7.7 billion
asset finance portfolio6

10.6 million
meters provided to
homes and businesses7

2 million+

Oil & Products

smartphones leased
worldwide to telcos8

Derivatives

Environmental
Products Bank of the Year5

House of the Year5
House of the Year5

Market trading across

200+

products in 30+ market segments

1. Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax as reported on 7 May 21. FY21 net profit contribution
represented in the chart. 2. Platts Q4 Mar 21. 3. ASX Futures 24 (SFE) Monthly Report Mar 21. 4. No.1 in the 2020 Energy Risk Commodity Rankings. 5. 2020 Energy Risk Awards.
6. At 31 March 2021 in the Specialised and Asset Finance division. 7. As at 31 March 2021, one of the largest independent meter funders in UK. 8. SAF TMT origination data as at 31
Mar 2021.
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Macquarie
Capital
Advises and invests alongside clients
and partners to realise opportunity ; develops
and invests in infrastructure and energy projects

11%

1

Net profit contribution1

$A763 million
FY21 $A651 million
FY20

15%

on FY20

of the Leading Renewable
No.1 M&A , ECM & IPOs in ANZ One
Energy developers and investors in
3

4

5

No.1 Global Renewables
Financial adviser6

Financial Advisor of the Year7
Infrastructure

Green Energy

Technology

Telecoms & Media

Sponsor/Developer of the Year7
World’s Best Investment Bank

Resources

Real estate

Industrials

Healthcare

Financial
institutions

Consumer,
Gaming & Leisure

Services

Aerospace, Defence
& Gov. Services

$A364 billion

completed deals in FY212

the world

250+ green energy projects

under development or construction10

Green Project of the Year

Formosa 2 Wind Power Company11

in Infrastructure for the three
consecutive years8

Best Renewables Acquisition –
Offshore Wind East Anglia One12

North America Roads Deal of the
Year Metropistas9

Oz Green Deal of the Year Murra
Wurra13

1. Net profit contribution is management accounting profit before unallocated corporate costs, profit share and income tax as reported on 7 May 21. FY21 net profit contribution
represented in the chart. 2. Source: Dealogic & IJGlobal for Macquarie Group completed M&A, investments, ECM & DCM transactions converted as at the relevant report date. Deal
values reflect the full transaction value & not an attributed value. Comparatives are presented as previously reported. 3. Dealogic (CY20 completed & announced by value.
4. Dealogic (CY20 ASX & NZX ex Block Trades by value). 5. Dealogic (CY20 ASX & NZX by value). 6. Inframation (CY20 by deal count. 7. Partnership Awards 2020.
8. Global Finance 2020, 2019 and 2018. 9. Proximo Awards 2020. 10. As at 31 March 2021. 11. The Asset Triple A Asia Infrastructure Awards 2020. 12. IJ Investor Awards 2020.
13. Environmental Finance Sustainable Investment Awards.
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
Macquarie’s ESG commitment reflects our responsibility to clients, shareholders, communities,
our people and the environment in which we operate

Environment

Social

Governance

• Aligning activities with the global goal

• Investing in social infrastructure
• Actively managing social risks including

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

of net zero emissions by 2050
Actively managing environmental risks
including climate change risks
Engaging in climate leadership
initiatives such as GCA and CFLI1
Supporting TCFD, UN PRI and other
external ESG standards2
Promoting sustainable workplaces
Commitment to the RE100 initiative

•
•

•

human rights and modern slavery risk
Providing a diverse, inclusive workplace
Seeking to operate harm-free
environments through the
maintenance of high WHS standards
and performance across all our
activities
Engaging Macquarie and its staff in the
wider community

Strong corporate governance
Ethical conduct by staff
Customer advocacy
Whistleblowing framework
Anti bribery and anti corruption
Anti money laundering
Managing conflicts of interest
Cyber security and data privacy
Dealing with 3rd parties and suppliers
Reporting transparently

1. GCA: Global Commission on Adaptation; CFLI: Climate Finance Leadership Initiative. 2. TCFD: Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures; UN PRI: United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Environmental, Social and Governance
Environmental
and social risk
management

Climate
change

612

Alignment
to net zero by
2050

transactions
assessed under
our Environmental
and Social Risk
(ESR) Policy

Net zero operational
emissions by 20251
MAM invest and
manage portfolio in
line with global net
zero emissions by
2040
Financing activities by
2050

$A6.64

invested in renewable
every for every $A1
invested in
conventional energy2

© Macquarie Group Limited

Environmental and
Sustainability
social financing
in direct operations

30 GW

of green energy
assets in
development as at 31
March 20213

14 GW

of green energy
assets in operation or
under management
as at March 20213

100%

renewable electricity
by 2025
Emissions
per capita reduced by

84%

from FY2010 baseline
(71% reduction
from FY2020)
Carbon neutral
since 20101

Client
experience

People
and workplace

Business conduct
and ethics

Macquarie
Group Foundation

Partnerships Gold
Award 2020 for
Financial Adviser of the
Year and Sponsor/
Developer of the Year

2,428

Tailored training,
workshops and
leadership sessions
provided to over

$A64m

2020 MFAA
Excellence Awards
for Major Lender of
the Year

Mozo Experts
Choice Awards
20211 for Everyday and
Savings Bank of the
Year, Kick Start Savings,
No Strings Savings,
Excellent Banking App,
Internet Banking and
Exceptional Everyday
Account

Learning

events4

>98%

of our people working
remotely during
COVID-19 (at peak)
Women represent

42%

of Macquarie’s
workforce and

46%

9,000
staff5

Over

donated by
Macquarie staff and
the Foundation in
FY2021
($A475m since
inception in 1985)6

$A20m
allocated to
Foundation to
combat the effects
of COVID-19

of Board Directors at
31 March 2021

2020 Energy Risk
Asia Award for
Environmental Products
House of the Year, Asia

More detailed information is also available at macquarie.com/ESG

1. Covers scope 1 and scope 2 emissions, and business travel. 2. Includes (i) banking book equity investments fair valued through profit or loss; and (ii) investments in which Macquarie has significant influence or joint control (investments in associates and joint ventures). Excludes investments held through
consolidated subsidiaries and off balance sheet equity commitments. 3. GW of green energy assets reflect 100% generating capacity of each asset, not the proportion owned/managed by Macquarie.. 4. Including virtual and face-to-face forums. 5. Tailored content focused on conduct, supervision in a hybrid working
environment,
integrity,
speaking
up and psychological safety. Macquarie also requires all staff globally to undertake mandatory online Code of Conduct training. 6. Comprises Macquarie employees’ donations and fundraising; Foundation matching support for employees’ donations and fundraising; Foundation
© Macquarie
Group
Limited
donations to commemorate employees attaining 10 year and 25 year anniversaries at Macquarie; Foundation grants to non profit organisations to recognise 12 months of board service by a Macquarie employee; and Macquarie and Foundation grants to community organisations (including Year 2 donations for the
50th Anniversary Award and COVID-19 donation fund) in the 12 months to 31 March 2021.
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Macquarie’s approach to risk management
Strong focus on business accountability and risk ownership
Stable and robust core risk management principles
Supported by our longstanding approach to establishing and
maintaining an appropriate risk culture

Ownership of risk
at the business level

Understanding
worst case outcomes

Independent
sign-off by Risk
Management Group

Our approach is consistent with the ‘three lines of defence’
model with clear accountability for risk management
The three lines of defence model, which is a widely adopted
standard across the industry, sets risk ownership responsibilities
functionally independent from oversight and assurance.

Line 1

Primary responsibility for risk management lies
with the business.

Line 2

The Risk Management Group (RMG) forms the second line
of defence and independently assesses material risks.

Line 3

Internal Audit provides independent and objective riskbased assurance on the compliance with, and effectiveness
of, Macquarie’s financial and risk management framework.

Principles stable for 30+ years
A key factor in our 52 years of unbroken profitability
© Macquarie Group Limited
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Trading performance: client driven, low loss profile
• Trading P&L shows consistent profits and low volatility of results.
• FY21 had historic high for positive trading days (since included in annual report in FY08) despite COVID volatility
• Dislocation in physical markets during extreme US cold weather event saw increased physical arbitrage opportunities and activity.

Daily Trading Profit and Loss FY18-FY21

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Stable earnings
5 year earnings volatility relative to Macquarie

15 year earnings volatility relative to Macquarie
(includes GFC)
8.0
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2.1x

2.0

2.0
1.0x

1.0

1.9x

1.7x
1.0x

1.0

0.7

-

Global
Investment
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Managers

Global Banks
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Global
Investment
Banks

Global
Fund/Asset
Managers

Global Banks
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Asset
Managers

Macquarie
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Majors

This page compares the historical earnings volatility among certain firms, and is not intended to represent that Macquarie has a comparable business model, risks or prospects to any other firm mentioned.
Volatility of P&L is defined as standard deviation of P&L divided by average P&L (coefficient of variation), based on most recent annual disclosures as at 17 May 2021 (Bloomberg).

© Macquarie Group Limited
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2H21 net profit contribution from Operating Groups
$A3,825m up 68% on 1H21; up 48% on 2H20

Non-Banking Group
Macquarie Asset Management (MAM)
on 1H21

Decrease driven by non recurrence of gain on sale of Macquarie European Rail and
lower performance fees, partially offset by higher investment-related income and net
reversal of credit & other impairments

Macquarie Capital1 (MacCap)
on 1H21

Increased fee and commission income driven by M&A, partially offset by lower DCM
and ECM income following a strong 1H21 for ECM. Significant increase in investment
related revenue, primarily due to material asset realisations in 2H21 and an increase in
the Principal Finance debt portfolio

Banking Group
Banking and Financial Services (BFS)
on 1H21

Growth in total BFS deposits, loans and platforms; decreased credit impairment
charges and improved margins as customers were able to come off payment pause,
partially offset by a decrease in the vehicle finance portfolio

Commodities and Global Markets2 (CGM)
on 1H21

Commodities and Global Markets2 (CGM)
on 1H21

Increased revenue across Commodities, Foreign Exchange, Interest rates and Credit
platform with strong risk management results across Resources, North American Gas
and Power and Structured foreign exchange business lines. Commodities inventory
management and trading up on 1H21 due in part to extreme weather conditions in
North America

Higher revenues from Specialised and Asset Finance driven by business activity across
most sectors. Commodities lending and financing contribution broadly in line with 1H21

1. Certain activities of the Equities business were undertaken from within the Banking Group. 2. Note certain assets of the Credit Markets business, certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business, and some other less financially significant activities are undertaken from within the Non-Banking
Group.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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FY21 net profit contribution from Operating Groups
$A6,097m up 12% on FY20

Non-Banking Group
Macquarie Asset Management (MAM)
on FY20

MAM down on a strong FY20. Decrease driven by lower Macquarie AirFinance income,
lower performance fees and lower other fee and commission income, partially offset
by gain on sale of Macquarie European Rail and net reversal of impairments

Macquarie Capital1 (MacCap)
on FY20

Banking Group
flat
on FY20

Banking and Financial Services (BFS)
Growth in total BFS deposits, loan portfolio, and funds on platform; decreased credit
impairment charges, partially offset by margin compression on deposits and decrease
in vehicle finance portfolio

Commodities and Global Markets2 (CGM)
on FY20

Decrease in revenue from commodities lending and financing due to reduced volumes in
specific sectors and an increase in provisions; partially offset by increased revenues from
Specialised and Asset Finance.

Lower fee and commission income due to lower M&A and DCM, partially offset by significantly
higher ECM income in ANZ. Investment-related income down due to fewer material asset
realisations partially offset by improved performance of investments in the portfolio. Lower
impairment and other credit charges and lower operating expenses driven by the structural
change to refocus the Equities division in the Asia-Pacific region and lower employment
expenses due to reduction of headcount

Commodities and Global Markets2 (CGM)
on FY20

Increased revenues across the Commodities platform with strong risk management
results across Resources, North American Gas and Power, EMEA Gas and Power and
Agriculture. Inventory Management and Trading up across multiple sectors with
improved results in North American Gas and Power, Oil and Precious Metals. Higher
revenues and activity in Foreign exchange, interest rates and credit as well as Equity
Derivatives and Trading

1. Certain activities of the Equities business were undertaken from within the Banking Group. 2. Note certain assets of the Credit Markets business, certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business, and some other less financially significant activities are undertaken from within the Non-Banking
Group.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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2H21 result: $A2,030m up 106% on 1H21; up 59% on 2H20
FY21 result: $A3,015m up 10% on FY20

1. Calculation of the effective tax rate is after adjusting for the impact of non-controlling interests.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Financial performance
Operating income

Profit

EPS

DPS

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Regulatory update
Australia
● APRA is in the process of implementing changes to a number of regulatory standards 1.
● Based on current information available, it remains Macquarie’s expectation that it will have sufficient capital to accommodate likely additional regulatory Tier 1 capital requirements as

a result of the proposed changes, noting that the final impact is uncertain given a number of these are subject to consultation and finalisation.

● As previously noted, APRA is in discussions with Macquarie on resolution planning. APRA expects to progress the development of the prudential standard in the year ahead, with a view

to releasing a draft standard for consultation in late 2021 or early 20222.

● On 12 Nov 20, APRA released its revised remuneration standard for consultation. Macquarie provided a submission on 12 Feb 21. The new standard requires boards to strengthen

incentives to manage non-financial risks, regularly assess for risk management failings and have deferral arrangements that allow boards to reduce remuneration for poor risk
outcomes. The new CPS 511 is scheduled to be finalised in mid-2021 and to come into effect on 1 Jan 23. APRA commenced the consultation on the new Prudential Practice Guide
(“CPG 511”) on 30 Apr 21, with responses due 23 Jul 213. Increased disclosure requirements will also be required, defined through a future consultation expected late 2021. APRA will
focus on embedding this new remuneration standard as a priority in 20212.

● On 9 Dec 20, APRA announced the commencement of a further consultation for revisions to APS 2204. These revisions are contingent on the Government’s proposed consumer credit

reforms passing legislation and APRA has indicated it may bring forward the implementation date for APS 220 from 1 Jan 22 to align to the reforms’ commencement date.

● On 1 Apr 2021, APRA announced actions required regarding MBL’s risk management practices and ability to calculate and report key prudential ratios5. APRA increased MBL’s

operational capital requirement and made adjustments to requirements for certain liquidity prudential ratios, effective from 1 Apr 21. The actions relate to specific intra-group
funding arrangements as well as breaches of APRA’s reporting standards on liquidity between 2018 and 2020. APRA noted that the breaches are historical and do not impact the
current overall soundness of Macquarie Group’s capital and liquidity positions. While specific historical matters leading to these actions have been addressed, Macquarie acknowledges
that continued work is required on its risk governance and operating platform and has programs in place to strengthen capital and liquidity reporting and its risk management
framework. Macquarie will work closely with APRA on these programs through a period of intensified supervision.

Germany
● Macquarie continues to respond to requests for information about its historical activities as part of the ongoing, industry-wide investigation in Germany relating to dividend trading. As

previously noted, in total, the German authorities have designated as suspects approximately 100 current and former Macquarie staff, most of whom are no longer at Macquarie. The
total amount at issue is not material and MGL has provided for the matter.

1. These changes include APS 110, APS 111, APS 112, APS 113, APS 115, APS 116, APS 117, APS 222. 2. ‘APRA releases its policy and supervision priorities for 2021’; 1 Feb 21. 3. ‘APRA consults on guidance in support of prudential standard on remuneration’; 30 Apr 21. 4. ‘APRA issues letter to ADIs on potential
changes to credit risk management’; 9 Dec 20. 5. ‘APRA takes action against Macquarie Bank over multiple breaches of prudential and reporting standards’; 1 Apr 21.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Approximate business Basel III Capital and ROE
31 Mar 21

Note: Differences in totals due to rounding. 1. Operating Group capital allocations are based on 31 Dec 20 allocations adjusted for material movements over the Mar 21 quarter. 2. NPAT used in the calculation of approximate FY21 ROE is based on Operating Groups’ net profit contribution adjusted for indicative
allocations of profit share, tax and other corporate items. Accounting equity is attributed to businesses based on quarterly average allocated ordinary equity. 3. 15-year average covers FY07 to FY21, inclusive, and has not been adjusted for the impact of business restructures or changes in internal P&L and
capital attribution. 4. Comprising of $A22.1b of ordinary equity and $A4.2b of hybrids.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Short-term outlook
The range of factors that may influence our short-term outlook include:
● The duration of COVID-19, speed of the global economic recovery and

extent of government support for economies

● Market conditions including significant volatility events and the impact

of geopolitical events

● Potential tax or regulatory changes and tax uncertainties
● Completion of period-end reviews and the completion rate

of transactions

● The geographic composition of income and the impact of

foreign exchange

We continue to maintain a cautious stance, with a conservative approach
to capital, funding and liquidity that positions us well to respond to the
current environment

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Short-term outlook
Factors impacting short-term outlook
Annuity-style businesses

Markets-facing businesses

Non-Banking Group
Macquarie Asset Management (MAM)
●

●

Excluding Waddell & Reed,
−

Base fees expected to be broadly in line

−

Net Other Operating Income1 expected to be slightly down due to significant one-off items in
FY21

Macquarie Capital (MacCap)
●

Improved transaction activity expected to continue through FY22

●

Improved outlook for investment realisations and increased balance sheet deployment

Waddell & Reed acquisition expected to slightly reduce net profit contribution in FY22 due to
integration and one-off costs

Banking Group
Banking and Financial Services (BFS)
●

Ongoing momentum in loan portfolio and platform volumes

●

Competitive dynamics to continue to drive margin pressure

●
●

Commodities and Global Markets2 (CGM)
●

Commodities income is expected to be significantly down following a strong FY21, which was driven by
broad dislocation across commodities markets, albeit volatility may create opportunities

Ongoing monitoring of provisioning as COVID-19 pandemic support payments unwind

●

Higher expenses to support volume growth, technology investment and increased
regulatory investment

The positive impact from the timing of income recognition on storage and transport contracts in FY21
is not anticipated to recur

●

Consistent client contribution across the financial markets platform

●

Continued contribution from Specialised and Asset Finance linked to business activity

●

1H22 to include disposal of certain assets in Specialised and Asset Finance

●

The FY22 effective tax rate is expected to be broadly in line with FY21

Corporate
●

Compensation ratio expected to be within the range of historical levels

1. Net Other Operating Income includes all operating income excluding base fees. 2. Certain assets of the Credit Markets business and certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business, and some other less financially significant activities are undertaken from within the Non-Banking Group.
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Medium-term outlook
Macquarie remains well-positioned to deliver superior performance in the
medium term
Deep expertise in major markets
Build on our strength in business and geographic diversity and continue to
adapt our portfolio mix to changing market conditions
● Annuity-style income is primarily provided by two Operating Groups’

businesses which are delivering superior returns following years of
investment and acquisitions

− Macquarie Asset Management and Banking and Financial Services
● Two markets-facing businesses well positioned to benefit from

improvements in market conditions with strong platforms and
franchise positions

− Commodities and Global Markets and Macquarie Capital
Ongoing program to identify cost saving initiatives and efficiency
Strong and conservative balance sheet
● Well-matched funding profile with minimal reliance on short-term

wholesale funding

● Surplus funding and capital available to support growth

Proven risk management framework and culture

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Medium term
Annuity-style businesses

Markets-facing businesses

Non-Banking Group
Macquarie Asset Management (MAM)
●

Leading specialist global asset manager, well-positioned to respond to current market
conditions and grow assets under management through its diversified product
offering, track record and experienced investment teams

Macquarie Capital (MacCap)
Positioned to benefit from further recovery in transaction activity
Continues to tailor the business offering to current opportunities and market
conditions including providing flexible capital solutions across sectors and regions
● Opportunities for project development and balance sheet investment by the group
and in support of partners and clients subject to market conditions
●
●

Banking Group
Banking and Financial Services (BFS)

Commodities and Global Markets1 (CGM)

Growth opportunities through intermediary and direct retail client distribution,
platforms and client service
● Opportunities to increase financial services engagement with existing business banking
clients and extend into adjacent segments
● Modernising technology to improve client experience and support growth

●

●

●
●
●
●

Opportunities to grow commodities business, both organically and through
acquisition
Development of institutional and corporate coverage for specialised credit, rates and
foreign exchange products
Tailored financing solutions globally across a variety of industries and asset classes
Continued investment in asset finance portfolio
Growing client base across all regions

1. Certain assets of the Credit Markets business and certain activities of the Commodity Markets and Finance business and some other less financially significant activities are undertaken from within the Non-Banking Group.
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Strong regulatory ratios
Bank Group Level 2 Ratios (Mar 21)

1. As announced on 1 Apr 21, APRA has imposed a 15% add-on to the Net Cash Outflow component of the LCR calculation, and a 1% decrease to the Available Stable Funding component of the NSFR calculation, effective from 1 Apr 21. 2. Average LCR for Mar 21 quarter is based on an average of daily
observations. 3. ‘Harmonised’ Basel III estimates are calculated in accordance with the BCBS Basel III framework. 4. Includes the capital conservation buffer in the minimum CET1 ratio requirement. APRA has released a draft update to 'Prudential Standard APS 110 Capital Adequacy' proposing a minimum
requirement for the leverage ratio of 3.5% effective Jan 23.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Basel III capital position
● APRA Basel III Group capital at Mar 21 of $A26.3b; Group capital surplus of $A8.8b1,2
● APRA Basel III Level 2 CET1 ratio: 12.6%; Harmonised Basel III Level 2 CET1 ratio: 16.2%

Group regulatory surplus: Basel III (Mar 21)

1. The capital surplus shown is above regulatory minimums including the capital conservation buffer (CCB), per APRA ADI Prudential Standard 110, calculated at 8.5% RWA on a Level 2 basis for MBL. This surplus also includes provision for internal capital buffers, forthcoming regulatory changes, as well as
differences between Level 2 and Level 1 capital requirements, such as the $A500m operational capital overlay which will be applied to Level 1 only. 2. Based on materiality, the 8.5% used to calculate the Group capital surplus does not include the countercyclical buffer (CCyB) of ~1bps. The individual CCyB varies
by jurisdiction and the Bank Group’s CCyB is calculated as a weighted average based on exposures in different jurisdictions. 3. As announced on 1 Apr 21, APRA has imposed a Level 1 operational capital overlay of $A500m on MBL, effective from 1 Apr 21. 4. Basel III applies only to the Bank Group and not the
Non-Bank Group. ‘Harmonised’ Basel III estimates are calculated in accordance with the BCBS Basel III framework. 5. Offset by Dividend Reinvestment Plan issuance. 6. Macquarie Group Capital Notes 5 issuance net of Macquarie Group Capital Notes 2 redemption. 7. Includes movements in foreign currency
translation and net investment hedge reserve, share-based payment reserve and other movements. 8. APRA Basel III ‘super-equivalence’ includes the impact of changes in capital requirements in areas where APRA differs from the BCBS Basel III framework, including the treatment of mortgages $A1.1b;
capitalised expenses $A0.5b; equity investments $A0.4b; investment into deconsolidated subsidiaries $A0.2b; DTAs $A0.6b.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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FY21 underlying business capital requirement growth of
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2H21 Key drivers
MAM

$A1.6b2

● Includes Waddell & Reed and other

balance sheet commitments

BFS
● Growth in home loans and Business

Banking portfolio, partially offset by
runoff in vehicles financing

CGM
● Derivatives trading volumes in

addition to loans and commitments;
increase in market risk

Macquarie Capital
● Principal Finance lending activity,

new investments primarily in green
energy and infrastructure projects;
partially offset by asset realisations

Corporate
● Transfer of the Group services

entities, from the Non-Bank group to
the Bank group

1. Regulatory capital requirements are calculated at 8.5% RWA. 2. Excludes FX impacts. 3. The foreign currency translation and net investment hedge reserve (FCTR) forms part of capital supply and
broadly offsets FX movements in capital requirements.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Balance sheet highlights
● Balance sheet remains solid and conservative

− Term assets covered by term funding, stable deposits and equity
− Minimal reliance on short-term wholesale funding markets
● Total customer deposits1 continuing to grow, up 25% to $A84.0b as at Mar 21 from $A67.1b as at Mar 20
● $A21.6b2 of term funding raised during FY21:

− $A11.3b of term wholesale issued paper comprising of $A6.0b of senior unsecured debt, $A3.2b of subordinated unsecured debt
and $A2.1b of private placements and structured notes
− $A3.9b of MGL USD syndicated loan facilities
− $A2.3b refinance of secured trade finance facilities
− $A1.7b draw down of the RBA Term Funding Facility3
− $A1.4b of Hybrid instrument issuance comprising MCN5 and BCN2; and

− $A1.0b of PUMA RMBS securitisation issuance

1. Total customer deposits as per the funded balance sheet ($A84.0b) differs from total deposits as per the statutory balance sheet ($A84.2b). The funded balance sheet reclassifies certain balances to other funded balance sheet categories. 2. Issuances cover a range of tenors, currencies and product types and
are AUD equivalent based on FX rates at the time of issuance and include undrawn facilities (does not include undrawn accessible TFF Allowances). 3. Initial Allowance drawn as at 31 Mar 21. MBL has $A1.3b of undrawn TFF Supplementary Allowance and had access to $A4.6b of TFF Additional Allowance as at
31 Mar 21.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Conservative long standing liquidity risk
management framework
Liquidity Policy

Liquidity Framework

The liquidity risk appetite is intended to ensure that Macquarie is able to
meet all of its liquidity obligations during a period of liquidity stress:

A robust liquidity risk management framework is designed to ensure that
both MGL and MBL are able to meet their funding requirements as they
fall due under a range of market conditions. Key tools include:

● A twelve month period with constrained access to funding markets for

MBL, no access to funding markets for MGL and with only a limited
reduction in Macquarie’s franchise businesses

Term assets are funded by term funding, stable deposits, hybrids
and equity

● Liability driven approach to balance sheet management
● Scenario analysis
● Maintenance of unencumbered liquid asset holdings

Liquidity management is performed centrally by Group Treasury, with
oversight from the Asset and Liability Committee and the Risk
Management Group
The MGL and MBL Boards approve the liquidity policies and are provided
with liquidity reporting on a regular basis

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Funded balance sheet remains strong
Term liabilities exceed term assets
31 Mar 20

31 Mar 21

These charts represent Macquarie’s funded balance sheets at the respective dates noted above. The funded balance sheet is a simple representation of Macquarie’s funding requirements once accounting related gross-ups and self-funded assets have been netted down from the Statement of financial position.
The funded balance sheet is not a liquidity risk management tool, as it does not consider the granular liquidity profiling of all on and off-balance sheet components considered in both Macquarie’s internal liquidity framework and the regulatory liquidity metrics. For details regarding reconciliation of the funded
balance sheet to Macquarie’s statutory balance sheet refer to slide 50. 1. Other debt maturing in the next 12 months includes Secured funding, Bonds, Other loans, Subordinated debt and Net trade creditors. 2. Debt maturing beyond 12 months includes Subordinated debt, Structured notes, Secured funding
(including drawn Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) Term Funding Facility (TFF)), Bonds, Syndicated loan facilities and Other loans not maturing within next 12 months. 3. Non-controlling interests are netted down in Equity and hybrids, Equity investments and PPE and Loan assets (incl. op lease) > 1 year. 4. Cash,
liquids and self-securitised assets includes self-securitisation of repo eligible Australian assets originated by Macquarie, a portion of which Macquarie can utilise as collateral in the RBA’s Committed Liquidity Facility (CLF) and TFF. Refer slide 51 in Appendix B for split of Cash and liquid assets and Self-securitisation.
5. Loan Assets (incl. op lease) > 1 year includes Debt investments. 6. Equity investments and PPE includes Macquarie’s co-investments in Macquarie-managed funds and other equity investments. 7. Total customer deposits as per the funded balance sheet ($A84.0b) differs from total deposits as per the
statutory balance sheet ($A84.2b). The funded balance sheet reclassifies certain balances to other funded balance sheet categories. 8. Issuances cover a range of tenors, currencies and product types and are AUD equivalent based on FX rates at the time of issuance and include undrawn facilities (does not
include undrawn accessible TFF Allowances).
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Diversified issuance strategy
Term funding as at 31 Mar 21 – diversified by currency1, tenor2 and type
Currency

Tenor

Type

Term funding beyond 1
year (including drawn TFF,
excluding equity and
securitisations) has a
weighted average
maturity of 4.8 years

Term Issuance and Maturity Profile

1. Equity has been allocated to the AUD currency category. 2. Securitisations have been presented on a behavioural basis and represent funding expected to mature in >1yr. 3. Issuances exclude securitisations and include undrawn facilities. Issuances are converted to AUD at the 31 Mar 21 spot rate. 4. Includes
drawn TFF Initial Allowance of $A1.7b. 5. Maturities exclude securitisations and are shown as at 31 Mar 21.
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Continued customer deposit growth
Macquarie has seen continued success in its long-term strategy of diversifying funding sources
by growing its deposit base
● Of approximately 1.7 million BFS clients, circa 780,000 are depositors
● Focus on the quality and composition of the deposit base
● CMA deposits of $A40.0b, up 22% on Mar 20, including $A8.3b in the CMA Accelerator
● Transaction and savings account deposits of $A7.8b, with significant growth on Mar 20 driven by new-to-bank clients

Note: Total customer deposits include total BFS deposits of $A80.7b and $A3.3b of Corporate/Wholesale deposits.
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Current credit ratings

Macquarie Bank Limited

Macquarie Group Limited

Longterm
rating

Long-term
rating
outlook

Shortterm
rating

Longterm
rating

Longterm
rating
outlook

Shortterm
rating

Moody’s

A2

Stable

P-1

A3

Stable

P-2

Fitch

A

Stable

F-1

A-

Stable

F-2

S&P

A+

Stable

A-1

BBB+

Stable

A-2
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Key drivers
●

Base fees down due to:
−

Strong performance despite challenging conditions. Decrease
driven by lower Macquarie AirFinance (MAF) income, lower
performance fees and lower other fee and commission income,
partially offset by gain on sale of Macquarie European Rail and
net reversal of impairments

●

●

●

●

●

© Macquarie Group Limited

Foreign exchange movements, asset realisations in
MIRA-managed funds and the full year impact of FY20
net flows in MIM

partially offset by MIM market movements,
investments made by MIRA-managed funds and
mandates and contributions from MIM as a result of
additional assets acquired in the prior year
Lower performance fees in FY21 following a
strong FY20. The current year included fees from a
range of funds including MIP II, MIP III, MEIF4, MSCIF
and other MIRA-managed funds, managed accounts
and co-investors
−

●

1. Investment-related income includes net income on equity, debt and other investments and share of net (losses)/profits from associates and joint ventures. Other income includes net interest and
trading expense, net operating lease income, other income, internal management revenue and non-controlling interests. 2. MAF and Macquarie European Rail includes the net impact of operating
income and expenses excluded from the other categories. 3. Macquarie sold the MAF business into a newly formed joint venture in 1H20 in which Macquarie held a 75% interest. In 2H20, Macquarie
sold a 25% interest in the joint venture.

Appendices

●

Lower other fee and commission income largely due to
lower income from private capital markets, True Index
products and transaction fees, partially offset by a
disposition fee from MIC in relation to the divestment
of IMTT
Lower credit and other impairment charges includes a
partial reversal of the impairment previously recognised
on MIRA’s investment in MIC
Lower operating expenses primarily driven by foreign
exchange movements and reduced travel on account of
COVID 19. This was partially offset by increased charges
from Central Service Groups and expenses related to the
acquisition of new business
Lower investment-related and other income primarily
driven by the non-recurrence of a one-off payment
from ALX for the termination of management rights
related to APRR in FY20 and lower gains on sale and
reclassification of investments, partially offset by a gain
on revaluation of property investments in FY21
Lower MAF income primarily driven by the impact of
COVID-19 on equity-accounted aircraft leasing income
and related aircraft impairments, as well as the selldown
of 50%3 of the business during FY20
Macquarie European Rail driven by gain on sale in FY21
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Banking and Financial Services
Strong home loan and deposits growth and lower credit
impairment charges broadly offset by margin compression
on deposits, higher expenses and a decrease in the vehicle
finance portfolio
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Key drivers
● Higher Personal Banking income driven by 27%

growth in average home loan volumes,
partially offset by lower vehicle finance
average volumes and deposit margin
compression

● Lower Business Banking income driven by

deposit margin compression and 21% lower
average vehicle finance volumes, partially
offset by growth in average business deposit
volumes of 14% and average business banking
loan volumes growth of 10%

● Wealth income driven by 30% growth in

average CMA volumes and lower Wealth
management expenses, partially offset by
margin compression on both deposits and
Platform products

● Lower credit and other impairment charges

due to improved macroeconomic environment
and exit of clients from payment pause

● Higher Expenses and Other primarily

due to additional headcount to support
volume growth and clients impacted by
COVID-19, increased costs associated with
investment in technology to support
business growth and meet regulatory
requirements, partially offset by revaluation
of an equity investment

1. Includes brokerage, commission and trading-related fee expenses.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Banking and Financial Services
Record 2H21 result - driven by growth in home loan portfolio, growth in deposits and lower credit
impairment charges

1. Includes brokerage, commission and trading-related fee expenses.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Key drivers
●

Commodities
− Increased Risk Management revenue across the
commodities platform driven by increased
contributions from Resources, North American
Gas and Power, EMEA Gas and Power and
Agriculture due to increased client activity

Strong underlying client business

− Lower Lending and Financing income due to
impact of FX and volume reduction impacting
specific sectors
− Increased opportunities across multiple
sectors in inventory management and trading
driven by market dislocations and increased
volatility. Strong results were recorded in Oil,
North American Gas and Power, and Precious
Metals. FY21 also included gains of $A232m
associated with the timing of income recognition
on Oil and Gas storage contracts and transport
agreements
●

Financial Markets and Specialised and Asset
Finance results were broadly in line with the
prior year

●

Decrease in fee and commission income driven by
reduced demand for commodity risk premia
products and reduced client brokerage activity in
comparison to the prior year

●

Increased investment and other income reflects
gains on listed equity investments

●

Other includes a reduction in brokerage,
commission and trading-related fee expense

1. Inventory management and trading increase includes Oil, Gas, Power and Metals trading and timing of income recognition on Oil and Gas storage contracts and transport agreements. 2. Financial
Markets includes FX, interest rates and credit and equities. 3. Specialised and Asset Finance includes net interest and trading income and net operating lease income. 4. Includes net income on equity,
debt and other investments, share of net profits from associates and joint ventures, internal management revenue and other income.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Strong underlying client business
Majority of income derived from underlying client business
Operating Income

Client numbers2 (excl. SAF)

(excl. credit and other impairment charges)

●
●

40+ years of client partnership evolving into niche activities
in some markets, and scale in others
Platform diversity drives earnings stability and de-risks
the portfolio

●

Dedicated specialist staff with deep sector knowledge and
market insights
Risk management is core

●

Industry recognition in select markets and sectors is strong

●

1. Included within Underlying client business is a relatively small (~5%) amount of FX, IR, Credit and EDT trading activity not related to clients. 2. Financial markets and futures client numbers will differ to
previously reported numbers with the inclusion of Equity Derivatives and Trading clients and the transfer to Cash Equities to Macquarie Capital effective 1 Jun 20.

© Macquarie Group Limited

●

Client-led business with deep longstanding
client relationships:
− Diverse and growing client base
−
−

Strong repeat client business with ~85% of client
revenue generated from existing relationships
Client relationships spread over a full spectrum of
products and services
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Key drivers
●

Lower net income on investments predominantly
due to fewer material asset realisations compared
to prior year

●

Lower fee and commission income due to lower
mergers and acquisitions fee income and debt
capital markets fee income, partially offset by
higher equity capital markets fee income

●

Other investment-related income includes:
− Lower share of net losses from associates and
joint ventures due to changes in the composition
and improved performance of investments in
the portfolio

− Higher net interest and trading income due to
lower funding costs, higher interest income
resulting from the growth in the debt portfolio
and lower mark-to-market losses compared to
prior year. Prior year included re-accretion and
interest income on debt acquired at a discount
and subsequently sold
− Offset by, higher expenditure resulting from
increased activity in relation to the development of
green energy projects

1. Includes gains and losses from sale and revaluation of equity, debt and other investments 2. Includes share of net losses from associates and joint ventures, net interest and trading
income/(expense) (which represents the interest earned from debt investments and the funding costs associated with Macquarie Capital’s balance sheet positions), other expenses, internal
management revenue and non-controlling interests.
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●

Lower credit and other impairments. The prior year
included a deterioration in the forward-looking
macroeconomic conditions as a result of COVID-19

●

Lower operating expenses driven by the structural
change in the prior year to refocus the Equities
division on the Asia-Pacific region, active cost
management throughout FY21 across Macquarie
Capital resulting in lower headcount and lower
employment expenses, and lower travel and
entertainment expenses due to COVID-19
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Funded balance sheet reconciliation
● The funded balance sheet is a simple representation of Macquarie’s funding requirements once accounting related gross-ups and self-funded assets

have been netted down from the Statement of financial position. The funded balance sheet is not a liquidity risk management tool, as it does not
consider the granular liquidity profiling of all on and off-balance sheet components considered in both Macquarie’s internal liquidity framework and the
regulatory liquidity metrics

● A funded balance sheet reconciliation has been prepared to reconcile the reported assets of Macquarie to the assets that require funding

For an explanation of the above deductions refer to slide 54.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Funding for Macquarie
● Well diversified funding sources
● Minimal reliance on short-term wholesale funding markets
● Deposit base represents 48%1 of total funding sources
● Term funding beyond one year (including drawn TFF,

excluding
equity and securitisations) has a weighted average term to
maturity of 4.8 years1

Macquarie’s term funding maturing beyond one year
(includes Equity and hybrids)2

1. As at 31 Mar 21. 2. Includes drawn term funding facilities only.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Funding for the Bank Group
● Bank balance sheet remains liquid and well capitalised, with a

diverse range of funding sources

● Term funding beyond one year (including drawn TFF,

excluding
equity and securitisations) has a weighted average term to
maturity of 4.1 years1

● Accessed term funding across a variety of products

and jurisdictions

Bank Group term funding maturing beyond one year
(includes Equity and hybrids)2

1. As at 31 Mar 21. 2. Includes drawn term funding facilities only.
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Funding for the Non-Bank Group
● Non-Bank Group is predominantly term funded
● Term funding beyond one year (excluding equity) has a

weighted average term to maturity of 5.5 years1

● Accessed term funding across a variety of products

and jurisdictions

Non-Bank Group term funding maturing beyond one
year (includes Equity and hybrids)2

1. As at 31 Mar 21. 2. Includes drawn term funding facilities only.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Explanation of funded balance sheet reconciling items
Derivative revaluation
accounting gross-ups
Macquarie’s derivative activities are mostly
client driven with client positions hedged by
offsetting positions with a variety of
counterparties. The derivatives are largely
matched and this adjustment reflects that the
matched positions do not require funding. The
associated margins paid and received are
included as part of self-funded trading assets.

Non-controlling interests
These include the portion of equity ownership
in subsidiaries not attributable to Macquarie.
As this is not a position that Macquarie is
required to fund, it is netted against the
consolidated assets and liabilities in preparing
the funded balance sheet.

© Macquarie Group Limited

Segregated funds
These represent the assets and liabilities that
are recognised where Macquarie holds
segregated client monies. The client monies
will be matched by assets held to the same
amount. Any excess client funds placed with
Macquarie are netted down against cash and
liquid assets.

Self-funded
trading assets
Macquarie enters into stock borrowing and
lending as well as repurchase agreements and
reverse repurchase agreements in the normal
course of trading activity that it conducts with
its clients and counterparties, as well as for
liquidity management purposes. Also as part
of its trading activities, Macquarie pays and
receives margin collateral on its outstanding
derivative positions. These trading and
liquidity management related asset and
liability positions are viewed as being selffunded
to the extent that they offset one another
and, therefore, are netted as part of
this adjustment.

Outstanding trade
settlement balances
At any particular time Macquarie will have
outstanding trades to be settled as part of its
brokering business and trading activities.
These amounts (payables) can be offset in
terms of funding by amounts that Macquarie
is owed on other trades (receivables).

Working capital assets
As with the outstanding trade settlement
balances above, Macquarie through its day-today operations generates working capital
assets (e.g. receivables and prepayments) and
working capital liabilities (e.g. creditors and
accruals) that produce a ‘net balance’ that
either requires or provides funding.

Securitised
assets and other
non-recourse funding
These include assets funded by third party
debt with no recourse to Macquarie beyond
the borrowing entity and lending assets
(mortgages and leasing) sold down into
external securitisation entities.
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Strong liquidity position maintained
● 174%1 average LCR for Mar 21 quarter, based on daily observations

− Maintained well above regulatory minimum
− Includes CLF and TFF allocations2
● Reflects longstanding conservative approach to liquidity management
● $A55.5b of unencumbered liquid assets and cash on average over the quarter to Mar 21 (post applicable haircuts)

Unencumbered Liquid Asset Portfolio3

MBL LCR position3

1. As announced on 1 Apr 21, APRA has imposed a 15% add-on to the Net Cash Outflow component of the LCR calculation, and a 1% decrease to the Available Stable Funding component of the NSFR calculation, effective from 1 Apr 21. 2. CLF allocation reduced from $A8.5b to $A7.9b on 1 Feb 21. TFF
Supplementary Allowance of $A1.3b has been included from the Dec 20 Qtr and TFF Additional Allowance of $A4.6b from 1 Mar 21. 3. Represents quarterly average balances. Available cash includes balances held with central banks and overnight lending to financial institutions.
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Board and Management Update
Macquarie Group and Macquarie Bank Boards
After more than six years on the MGL and MBL Boards, Gordon Cairns will step down on 7 May 21. In November 20, Mr Cairns
agreed to extend his tenure to accommodate evolution of the Boards, which occurred with the appointment of Rebecca McGrath
and Mike Roche in Jan 21.

Gordon Cairns

Rebecca
McGrath

Mike Roche

Macquarie Bank Limited
After 22 years with Macquarie, Mary Reemst has decided to retire from her role as Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer
of MBL, from the MBL Board and from the MGL and MBL Executive Committees, effective 1 Jul 21. Ms Reemst, who has been on
the Executive Committees for seven years, also serves as the Chair of the Macquarie Group Foundation.
From 1 Jul 21, and subject to regulatory approvals, Stuart Green will become Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of MBL
and join the MBL Board and MGL and MBL Executive Committees. Mr Green has been with Macquarie for 20 years, serving as Group
Treasurer since Aug 13.

Mary Reemst

Stuart Green

Macquarie Asset Management
After 16 years with Macquarie, Martin Stanley has decided to step down as Group Head of MAM and from the Executive
Committee, effective 1 Apr 21. Mr Stanley, who has been on the Executive Committee for two years, will become Chairman of MAM
and remain on the regional infrastructure fund investment committees and as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the NYSElisted Macquarie Infrastructure Corporation (NYSE: MIC).

Martin Stanley
© Macquarie Group Limited

Ben Way

Ben Way will become Group Head of MAM and join the Executive Committee. Mr Way, who has been with Macquarie for 14 years
and is a member of Macquarie’s Management Committee, currently leads the Global Alternatives division in MAM and is also
Macquarie Group’s Asia CEO. Mr Way will continue to be based in Hong Kong.
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Board and Management Update
Board

Peter Warne

Gordon Cairns

At the request of the Macquarie Group Limited and Macquarie Bank Limited’s Boards, Peter Warne intends to stand for re-election as Chair
at the 2021 AGM for one additional year given his oversight of the ongoing process of Board renewal and as a period of global uncertainty
continues to abate into 2022. Over the course of FY22, the Board will nominate a new Chair and will advise shareholders in due course. Mr
Warne intends to step down at the 2022 AGM.
Gordon Cairns, who had previously advised of his intention to retire from the Macquarie Boards, steps down on 7 May 2021.

Macquarie Asset Management
Following Ben Way’s appointment as Group Head of MAM, Verena Lim, Senior Managing Director in MAM in Singapore will succeed Mr Way as
Macquarie’s Asia CEO, effective 1 July 2021. Ms Lim will join Macquarie’s Management Committee, as will Leigh Harrison, the London-based
global head of MAM’s infrastructure and real assets business.
Ben Way

Verena Lim

Leigh Harrison

Macquarie Capital

Florian Herold

Michael Silverton Daniel Wong

Following the successful integration of the Principal Finance business into Macquarie Capital, Florian Herold has decided to step down from
the Executive Committee, effective 7 May 2021. The decision coincides with Mr Herold returning to London, where he continues to lead the
global Principal Finance team and is focused on consolidating the recent momentum in its investing activity.
Macquarie Capital will continue to be represented on the Executive Committee by co-heads Michael Silverton and Daniel Wong. Mr Wong has
decided to relocate from London to Asia in the second half of 2021, where he will continue in his global role and be closer to the growing IEG
team and investing activity in the region.

Macquarie Group Foundation
Following Mary Reemst’s decision to retire as Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of MBL, she has agreed to continue in her role as
Chair of the Macquarie Group Foundation for the remainder of 2021, working on transition alongside Macquarie’s Chief Financial Officer, Alex
Harvey, who will succeed her in 2022.
Mary Reemst
© Macquarie Group Limited
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Costs of compliance
Total compliance spend1 $A646m in FY21, up 19% on FY20
●

The industry continues to see an increase in regulatory initiatives, resulting in increased
compliance requirements across all levels of the organisation. In addition to projects to
manage for regulatory changes, Macquarie has a number of programs in place to
strengthen capital and liquidity reporting and its risk management framework

●

Direct cost of compliance is $A646m in FY21 (excluding indirect costs), up 19% on FY20

●

Regulatory project spends increased 34% from FY20 as a result of number of Technology
projects and IBOR Reforms

●

Business as usual spend increased 13% from FY20 driven by regulatory projects getting
completed and moved to functions, increased global regulatory environment and
continued focus of management on a range of compliance activities

1. Excluding indirect costs.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Loan and lease portfolios1 – funded balance sheet

1. Loan assets are reported on a funded balance sheet basis and therefore exclude certain items such as assets that are funded by third party debt with no recourse to Macquarie beyond the borrowing entity. In addition, loan assets per the statutory balance sheet of $A105.0b at 31 Mar 21 ($A94.1b at 31 Mar
20) are adjusted to include fundable assets not classified as loans on a statutory basis (e.g. assets subject to operating leases which are recorded in Property, Plant and Equipment in the statutory balance sheet). 2. Home loans per the funded balance sheet of $A59.1b differs from the figure disclosed on slide 12
of $A67.0b. The funded balance sheet nets down loans and funding liabilities of non-recourse securitisation and warehouse vehicles (PUMA RMBS and SMART auto ABS) to show the net funding requirement. 3. Total loan assets per funded balance sheet includes self-securitised assets.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Equity investments of $A5.9b1

1. Equity investments per the statutory balance sheet of $A5.7b (Mar 20: $A9.7b) have been adjusted to reflect the total net exposure to Macquarie. Total funded equity investments of $A5.7b as at Mar 21 (Mar 20: $A7.4b). 2. Green energy includes Macquarie’s investment in an associate partially funded with
asset-specific borrowings.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Macquarie Basel III regulatory capital
Surplus calculation

1. ‘Bank Group’ refers to Level 2 regulatory group. 2. In calculating the Bank Group’s contribution to Macquarie’s capital requirement, RWA internal to Macquarie are eliminated (31 Mar 21: $A624m; 30 Sep 20: $A946m). 3. Calculated at 8.5% RWA including capital conservation buffer (CCB), per APRA ADI
Prudential Standard 110. Based on materiality, the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) of ~1bps has not been included. The individual CCyB varies by jurisdiction and the Bank Group’s CCyB is calculated as a weighted average based on exposures in different jurisdictions.

© Macquarie Group Limited
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Capital management update
Additional Tier 1 Capital
On 17 Mar 21, MGL issued 7,254,400 Macquarie Group Capital Notes 5 (MCN5) at an issue price of $A100 each, raising $A725m
Loss-Absorbing Capital (LAC) - Tier 2 Capital
In Mar 21, MBL issued $US1b Tier 2 capital as part of its programme to meet Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity (TLAC) requirements
Macquarie Group Employee Retained Equity Plan (MEREP)
● In Jun 20, MGL issued 5,024,608 shares to satisfy the FY20 MEREP requirements of $A563m1
● The Board has resolved to issue shares to satisfy the FY21 MEREP requirements of approximately $A619m2

− The issue price will be the average of the daily VWAP during the period from 24 May 21 to 4 Jun 20213
− Shares are expected to be issued on or around 9 Jun 214
− Staff sale arrangements will not be applicable this year; any MQG shares sold by staff will occur on market
Dividend Reinvestment Plan
On 22 Dec 20, 302,706 ordinary shares were issued and allocated at $A139.08 per share5 to shareholders participating in the
Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRP) for the 1H21 dividend
The Board has resolved to issue shares to satisfy the DRP for the 2H21 dividend at a discount to the prevailing market price6 of 1.5%

1. The issue price was $A112.15 determined consistent with the DRP rules as the average of the daily volume weighted average price over the ten business days from 25 May 20 to 5 Jun 20. 2. The shares may be purchased on-market, where issuing the shares is not practical or advisable. 3. These dates are
subject to change. 4. Issuance may be sooner or later. 5. The DRP price was determined in accordance with the DRP Rules, being the arithmetic average of the daily volume-weighted average price of all Macquarie Group shares sold through a normal trade on the ASX automated trading system of the 5 business
days from 24 Nov 20 to 30 Nov 20 inclusive. 6. Determined in accordance with the DRP rules as the average of the daily volume weighted average price over the ten business days from 24 May 21 to 4 Jun 21.
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